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Dear Parents and Year 11 students, 

I hope you are all well and managing to enjoy some of the sunshine we are currently having. 

Thank you students for engaging so well with the activities set by your teachers and the very calm and mature 

way in which you dealt with the final weeks of your compulsory education.  I know you had very different 

plans for the end of Year 11 and I do hope we can get together at some time in the future to celebrate all you 

have achieved.  I am sure you join me in offering a very special thank you to parents for giving you the 

encouragement and support that you needed at this challenging time. 

No further Year 11 work or tasks will be set from Monday 11 May – and remember that Friday is a Bank 

Holiday so there will be no new learning set then.  Tutors will continue to make contact with their tutor 

groups and support will still be available for those students who would like it. 

We find ourselves in unique circumstances and so Mrs Read, Director of Post 16, and I have been looking at 

how to best support Year 11 students as they transition from GCSE to the variety of options available at post 

16.   Transition and induction will have to be very different this year and so we plan to send out to you 

transition work linked to the courses you have chosen to study alongside induction activities that will add to 

the information, advice and guidance you have already had.  It is envisaged that this will be ready to send out 

to you after half term in early June. 

For those of you whose plans for September are still indefinite, tutors will be contacting you and Mrs Read is 

happy to communicate with any student who feels they would like further information, advice or guidance.  

Please email mail@mket.org.uk and remember to include your name and contact details. 

Ms East has sent through these links to your planning: https://waltonhigh.fireflycloud.net/careers ; 

https://waltonhigh.fireflycloud.net/careers/apprenticeships  

If you would like a telephone careers interview with Mr Mason, please contact him at this address: 

https://waltonhigh.fireflycloud.net/careers/careers-interview-request 

Year 11, thank you for all of your contributions to Walton High and thank you parents for your continued 

support. 

Kind regards 

Sharon Alexander 

Principal 
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